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COPYRIGHT STATEMENT 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WARRANTY 

1. Subject to 2, the mining tenement holder acknowledges that this report, including the 

material, information and data incorporated in it, has been made under the direction 

or control of the State of Queensland (the State) within the meaning of section 176 of 

the Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth). 

2. To the extent that copyright in any material included in this report is not owned by the 

State, the mining tenement holder warrants that it has the full legal right and authority 

to grant, and does hereby grant, to the State, subject to any confidentiality obligation 

undertaken by the State, the right to do (including to authorise any other person to 

do) any act in the copyright, including to: 

• use; 

• reproduce; 

• publish; or 

• communicate in electronic form to the public, such material, including any data 

and information included in the material. 

3. Without limiting the scope of 1 and 2 above, the mining tenement holder warrants 

that all relevant authorizations and consents have been obtained for all acts referred 

to in 1 and 2 above, to ensure that the doing of any of the acts is not unauthorized 

within the meaning of section 29(6) of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth). 
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1.0 SUMMARY 

EPM 17466 “Victor Creek” was granted to MMG Australia Limited in August 2010 for a 

period of 5 years.  EPM 17466 was renewed for a further 3 years in April 2016 with a 

commencement date of 4 August 2015 and a further renewal was granted on 29 

November 2018 for 3 years with a commencement date of 4 August 2018.   

On 26th September 2016 EPM 17466 was transferred to Ocean Magic Investments 

Limited.   

The tenement is considered prospective for Century and/or Mount Isa style sediment-hosted 

lead-zinc-silver mineralisation, and sediment-hosted and structurally controlled copper 

mineralisation.  

The tenement originally consisted of 10 sub-blocks but following a relinquishment of 5 sub-

blocks in 2013 and 2 sub-blocks in 2020 the tenement now consists of 3 sub-blocks.    

The currently held sub-blocks are listed below in Table1. 

 

1:1M Block 
Identification Map Block ID Sub-Block ID 

Number of Sub-
Blocks 

NORMANTON 2674                              NO         T 3 

Total Sub-Blocks 3 

  
  

Table 1: EPM 17466 current blocks and sub-blocks 
 

No ground-based work has been completed during the tenure period.   

OMIL has concluded that prospects for an economic discovery in the permit are low, and a 

decision to surrender the permit has been made. 

An application to surrender Environmental Authority EPSX00893613 was approved by the 

Department of Environment and Science on 15 February 2021. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

EPM 17466 is considered prospective for Century and/or Mount Isa style sediment-hosted 

lead-zinc-silver mineralisation, and sediment-hosted and structurally controlled copper 

mineralisation.   

2.1 Tenure 

EPM 17466 “Victor Creek” was granted to MMG Australia Limited in August 2010 for a period 

of 5 years.  EPM 17466 was renewed for a further 3 years in April 2016 with a 

commencement date of 4 August 2015 and a further renewal was granted on 29 November 

2018 for 3 years with a commencement date of 4 August 2018.   

On 26th September 2016 EPM 17466 was transferred from MMG Australia Limited to Ocean 

Magic Investments Limited. 

The tenement originally consisted of 10 sub-blocks but following a relinquishment of 5 sub-

blocks in 2013 and 2 sub-blocks in 2020 the tenement now consists of 3 sub-blocks.    

The permit was renewed for 3 years commencing 4 August 2018.  

The tenement originally consisted of 10 sub-blocks as listed below in Table1. 

1:1M Block 
Identification Map Block ID Sub-Block ID 

Number of Sub-
Blocks 

NORMANTON 2674                            MNO   RST       Y 7 

NORMANTON 2675           F              L                              2 

NORMANTON 2746       D                                                  1 

Total Sub-Blocks 10 

 
Table 1: EPM 17466 blocks and sub-blocks at Grant 
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Following relinquishments EPM 17466 held 3 sub-blocks.   The sub-blocks held at 

Surrender are listed below in Table 2.  

1:1M Block 
Identification Map Block ID Sub-Block ID 

Number of Sub-
Blocks 

NORMANTON 2674                              NO         T 3 

Total Sub-Blocks 3 

 
Table 2: EPM 17466 blocks and sub-blocks at Surrender 

2.2 Location and Access 

EPM 17466 “Victor Creek” is located approximately 210km NNW of Mount Isa and 50km SE 

of the Century mine (Figure 1). The area is very sparsely populated, and the main land use 

is cattle grazing.  Mount Isa is the nearest major centre of population.  

Access to the area is via unsealed but well maintained, gazetted roads.   The Riversleigh 

Road is within 10km of the tenement, which can be taken from either Lawn Hill National Park 

or from the turn-off at the Camooweal-Gregory Downs Road or from the west of the tenure, 

to the Gregory Downs Road.  Station tracks provide adequate dry-weather access to most 

areas within the tenement.  
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Figure 1: Location EPM 17466 
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2.3 Exploration Rationale 

Sediments of the McNamara Group host the Century deposit to the north-west of the 

tenement, and the Isa Superbasin is one of the world’s largest known concentrations of 

zinc and lead. The tenement is considered prospective for sediment-hosted Zn-Pb-Ag 

mineralisation, with key features controlling prospectivity being reduced, fine-grained 

lithologies and proximity to regional-scale faults. Elevated Cu levels associated with the 

central part of the Kamarga Dome also suggest potential for sediment-hosted and 

structurally-controlled copper mineralisation.  

The tenement is therefore considered prospective for Mount Isa style sediment-hosted 

lead-zinc-silver mineralisation, and sediment-hosted and structurally controlled copper 

mineralisation.  

2.4 Previous Exploration 

An exploration program was carried out by PACMINEX (QLD) Pty Ltd for Mississippi 

Valley type lead and zinc mineralisation over Middle Cambrian carbonates outcropping 

within and around the tenement in the Georgina Basin. Exploration consisted of regional 

stream geochemical sampling, soil sampling, rock chip sampling and geological mapping. 

Geochemical results did not indicate the presence of any significant lead/zinc 

mineralisation and the tenement was relinquished in 1976 (Wigglesworth, 1976). 

The Shell Company of Australia Limited Metals Division held some of MMG’s Victor Creek 

sub-blocks from 1970 to 1982 (2503M). Their objective was to evaluate areas of the 

McNamara Group sediments for stratabound base metal mineralization. Their emphasis 

was on soil and stream sediment geochemistry, geological mapping at 1:25,000 scale and 

a combined airborne INPUT-EM/magnetics/radiometries survey.Field follow up of INPUT-

EM anomalies was carried out and involved mapping, gridding, sampling, access 

preparation and a dipole-dipole IP survey along l-2km long traverses. Responses from 

follow up work were generally attributed to either surface conductors or known lithological 

conductors. Chargeable responses from the IP traverses were followed-up with RAB 

bedrock sampling whose samples were of background value (Berg, 1982). 

From 1983 to 1984 Duval Mining Ltd explored for sediment hosted base metal deposits on 

the Lawn Hill Platform (3562M, Lawn Hill project - Brenda Creek). Interest focussed on 

four sub-basins of prospective Lady Loretta Formation dolomitic sediments adjacent to the 

Termite Range Fault. All four sub-basins were rigorously tested with high density drainage 

sampling in conjunction with geological traversing and airphotographic studies. Three of 
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the sub-basins were assessed as being of no further exploration interest but drainage 

geochemical anomalies in the vicinity of the fourth sub-basin were confirmed and 

extended. 

Additional closer spaced drainage sampling was completed together with rock chip 

sampling to identify the source of the base metal drainage anomalies. Wide spread lead-

zinc-arsenic drainage anomalies were identified as originating from the Cambrian 

limestone cover rocks particularly where a ferruginous silcrete capping typical of karst 

topographies is well developed. The more spatially restricted copper-silver(-lead) 

anomalies were found to be sourced by ironstone cappings developed over Proterozoic 

basement faults beneath the limestone cover. A positive correlation was established 

between iron content and lead-zinc values recorded in the fault capping simplying that the 

lead-zinc and presumably also copper-silver anomalies result from pyrite scavenging of 

base metals. 

A small program of I.P. soundings was completed over the chargeable IP anomalies in the 

sub-basin but results of this program were inconclusive, but spatially coincident with areas 

of outcropping Riversleigh Siltstone and could thus be a response to carbonaceous shale 

horizons within this unit (Murphy, 1984). 

Ashton Mining Limited, on behalf of the Barkly Joint Venture carried out an exploration 

program for both diamonds and gold from 1984 to 1988 (A to P 3907M) (Ashton, 1989).  

CRA Exploration held some of the Victor Creek ground from 1989 to 1993 (EPM 5799, 

Georgina). They identified large catchment areas returning anomalous lead, zinc and 

lesser copper assays. Limited follow-up soil and rock chip sampling within these anomalies 

revealed significant levels of copper and to a lesser extent lead-zinc mineralisation in two 

areas; in and around the Kingfisher copper workings in the south and around the Victory 

prospect in the north. Follow-up work involved in-fill stream sediment sampling and 

reconnaissance geological mapping, grid based soil sampling, ground magnetic traverses 

and dipole-dipole IP surveys. Subsequently, more detailed soil sampling and geological 

mapping was undertaken (Stegman,1992). 

In 1992, six RC drill holes (totalling 198m) were completed at the Victory prospect. The 

drilling failed to detect any significant mineralization within the Proterozoic strata beneath 

the broad zinc in soils anomaly at this prospect. The basal dolarenite of the Cambrian 

Thorntonia Limestone is weakly copper-lead-zinc mineralised and this mineralisation 
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satisfactorily accounts for the base metal soil anomalies detected in the area. The best 

assays were only 0.13% Cu over 2m in RV40 (Stegman et al, 1993). 

Aberfoyle Resources Limited held ground in and around Victor Creek from 1991 till 1997 

(EPM 7704, Brenda Creek) which they considered prospective for SEDEX style Zn/Pb 

mineralisation. In this time regional stream and soil sediment geochemistry was carried 

out, as well as rock chip sampling. Several areas of elevated soil geochemistry were 

recognised but none were considered indicative of a large buried SEDEX system. A 

smaller soil survey, the Gunsmoke Survey, covered Riversliegh Siltstone adjacent to the 

Termite Range Fault in the EPM, but no anomalies were detected (Henry, 1998). 

A small GEOTEM 25 test survey was flown over the NW-most sub-blocks. One anomaly, 

Spinifex South, was recognised. An initial ground inspection over the GEOTEM 

conductivity features was carried out before the feature was gridded, geologically mapped 

and soil sampled, and covered with an EM-37 Fixed Transmitter survey. All of the 

anomalies were attributed to surficial conductors and no further work was proposed 

(Henry, 1998). 

Rio Tinto Exploration Pty Limited held two of the Victor Creek sub-blocks (EPM 9240, 

Kingfisher) which were relinquished in 1998. The original target was carbonate-hosted 

lead-zinc mineralisation on the NE margin of the Cambrian Georgina Basin and base 

metal mineralisation in the underlying Proterozoic stratigraphy. The focus shifted to shale-

hosted zinc-lead mineralisation within the Proterozoic Riversleigh Siltstone. Base metal 

drainage anomalism overlying the Proterozoic Riversleigh Formation was found at the 

Maxwell and RL-1 Prospects. However geophysics suggested the anomalies were 

attributed to unconformity related mineralisation. It was believed the presence of large 

scale stratabound base metal mineralisation has not been detected and the tenement was 

relinquished (Coffey, 1998). 

Work undertaken on the Urandangi Project tenements to September 1999 consisted of six 

detailed gravity traverses, an airborne EM survey (25 Hz GEOTEM) for 5195 line km which 

included processing and interpretation of the data. The best target generated was the 2km 

x 1 km U24 Geotem anomaly in the north east extremity of EPM 8001. The anomaly is 

blind under Cambrian limestone cover and the regional dip is to the SW which brings the 

Grevillea position into the area of the U24 anomaly. North easterly trending faults have the 

same orientation as the bounding faults at the Grevillea Prospect. This anomaly was 

tested by diamond drill hole UDH08 which intersected approximately 200m of weakly 

pyritic carbonaceous siltstone.This unit was assumed to be the source of the Geotem 
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anomaly. The hole did not intersect anomalous base metal values (<220ppm Zn) (Bennett, 

2006). 

In 2002 Western Metals (EPM 8001) applied litho-geochemical halo methods developed 

by CODES SRC at the University of Tasmania to analyses of core fillets from drill hole 

UDH08. The indices are based on the chemical zonation of the carbonate minerals 

observed within the host sediments surrounding stratiform sediment hosted Zn/Pb 

deposits in northern Australia. The complete zoning spectrum towards ore is dolomite > 

ferroan dolomite > ankerite > Mg siderite > siderite. This zoning expresses increasing Mn 

and Fe and decreasing Mg and Ca in carbonates approaching ore. Fe enrichment can be 

sourced from increasingpyrite as well as from increasing Fe in carbonates. CODES SRC 

Sedex halo indices did not indicate that the stratigraphy intersected in drill hole UDH08 

was close to a significant stratiform sediment hosted Zn/Pb deposit (Bennett, 2006). 

In 2003 physical property measurements on core from UDH08 were undertaken to 

determine if the U24 GEOTEM anomaly could be explained by the conductivity of the 

black shale intersected in UDH08 between 78m and 301m. It was concluded that the 

conductor is most likely to be caused by interconnecting laminae of pyrite in shale 

(Bennett, 2006). 

Birla Minerals’ held the Kingfisher project from 2004 to 2006 (EPM11380) after a review of 

the area (i.e. assessment of regional government gravity data and detailed gravity 

traverses by Aberfoyle delineated a deep (>2000m) near vertical step in basement). An 

assessment of data from sparse previous work in the area showed that the Proterozoic 

basement was likely to be at an explorable depth (<300m) beneath the cover sediments 

for SEDEX style Pb/Zn deposits of the Lady Loretta, Century, Mount Isa style. The U24 

GEOTEM anomaly lies to the south and east of the tenement which was concluded to 

have been adequately tested by diamond drill hole UDH08 so no further work was 

recommended (Bennett, 2006). 

2.5 Regional Work Completed by MMG and Predecessors 

Exploration of EPM 17466 occurs in the context of a regional exploration program aimed in 

part at understanding controls on mineralisation in the Lawn Hill Platform.  

From 2004-2008, Zinifex (the precursor to OZ Minerals) participated in the Predictive 

Minerals Discovery Cooperative Research Centre (pmd*CRC), organised by the CSIRO 

and involving a number of industry and academic partners. Additionally Zinifex was 

involved in a “one-on-one” project involving the CSIRO, University of Melbourne, Monash 
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University and Australia Geoscience. The aim of the project was to create a 3D model of 

the Lawn Hill region using geophysical, geological and lineament analysis data to 

undertake fluid-flow modeling in an attempt to identify possible sites of lead-zinc 

mineralisation. The 3D model covers an area of approximately 30,000 km2 extending from 

the Fiery Creek Dome in the south to the Murphy Inlier in the north. It included the Lawn 

Hill 1:250,000 scale sheet, the northern part of the Camooweal and the southern part of 

the Westmoreland sheets. 

Zinifex was also a co-sponsor of the pmd*CRC initiative “Multiscale analysis of the Mt Isa 

region and its metallogenic significance”. The project was undertaken to understand better 

the 3D crustal architecture and mineral systems of the Mount Isa Western Succession. 

Several major mineral deposits occur within this geological province (Murphy, 2007). 

In 2010, a structural/ stratigraphic interpretation of the region around the Termite Range 

Fault in NW Queensland was undertaken by Dr Steve King from Solid Geology Pty Ltd to 

aid MMG’s exploration efforts. The interpretation aimed to: 

• Extend an earlier solid geology map, created by Solid Geology Ltd. in 1998, further to 
the SE to cover the tenement and other areas 
 

• Define the fault architecture of the study area 
 

• Define the stratigraphic sequences in the study area  
 

• Identify target areas based on the interpreted elements. 
 

King’s interpretation identified new structural elements and better constrained orientations 

and geometries of previously identified structures. Lithofacies boundaries and possible 

alteration zone outlines were also more confidently constrained. These new interpretations 

were intended to be used to infer the structural setting that existed at the time of 

mineralisation in order to speculate on potential pathways for mineralising fluids. 

3.0 GEOLOGY 

EPM 17466 lies in the central part of the Lawn Hill Platform, a relatively less deformed and 

unmetamorphosed element of the Mount Isa Inlier. The regional geology of the Mt Isa Inlier 

is summarised by Blake et al (1990), with a refined stratigraphic and structural framework of 

the Palaeoproterozoic Isa Superbasin, developed by the AGSO Northern Australian Basin 

Resource Evaluation project based on sequence stratigraphy, presented in Krassay et al, 

2000a & 2000b. This stratigraphy divides the Isa Superbasin into seven sequences, of which 

the lowest, the Gun sequence, occurs within the tenement. This sequence is in part 
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equivalent to the lower McNamara Group of the lithostratigraphy of Sweet and Hutton 

(1982), and later refined by Andrew (1996).  

 

 

McNamara Group Stratigraphy  

Pmh     Lawn Hill Formation (siltstone and shale, minor sandstone)  

Pmt      Termite Range Formation (sandstone, minor siltstone and shale)  

Pmr      Riversleigh Siltstone (siltstone, shale, sandstone, minor carbonate)  

Pms      Shady Bore Quartzite (orthoquartzite, sandstone, minor recessive siltstone)  

Pml       Lady Loretta Formation (mixed carbonates/siliciclastics, chert)  

Pmz      Esperanza Formation (chert after microbial carbonate, minor recessive siltstone)  

Pmx      Paradise Creek Formation (dolomite, dolomitic siltstone and sandstone)  

Pmw     Gunpowder Creek Formation (mixed carbonates/siliciclastics, chert)  

Pmp      Torpedo Creek Quartzite (orthoquartzite, sandstone, conglomerate)  

The Shady Bore, Riversleigh Siltstone, Gunpowder Creek, Paradise Creek and Esperanza 

Formation outcrop within EPM17466.  

EPM17466 covers part of the southern flank of the Kamarga Dome, a major structural 

feature that dominates the geology of the region. Sweet and Hutton (1982) interpreted the 

Kamarga Dome as a palaeotopographic high composed of Yeldham Granite and Kamarga 

Volcanics basement, with the McNamara Formation shallowly onlapping.  

Although parts of tenement are covered by Cenozoic cover, outcrop over the bulk of the 

Kamarga Dome area is generally very good and government mapping has revealed a 

number of significant northeast-striking faults, which were interpreted by WMC geologists 

as growth faults (DeNardi, 1983).    
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4.0 WORK COMPLETED 4 AUGUST 2010 TO 3 AUGUST 2011 

A structural / stratigraphic interpretation of the region around the Termite Range Fault in 

NW Queensland was undertaken by Dr Steve King from Solid Geology Pty Ltd (see 

Appendices 1 and 2). The main objective of the investigation was to locate resources with 

an ideal size of 25 million tonnes or greater at 10% Zn or greater within trucking distance 

of the Century mine (around 80km). Other aims included:  

•  Extending the solid geology map created by Solid Geology Ltd. in 1998 to the 
SE to cover the study area. 

•  Defining the fault architecture of the study area. 

•  Defining the stratigraphic sequences in the study area - differentiating recessive 
sequences which are potential hosts to Century style mineralisation. 

•  To identify target areas based on the interpreted elements. 

A series of targets were selected for further work, mainly based on structural criteria. 

Sixteen areas were initially selected and subsequently other target areas were added 

using geophysical and other criteria. This resulted in a total of selected 34 areas. Features 

which were considered relevant in creating the Century Deposit and in locating any similar 

setting that may be present in the study area included: 

•  From both a structural modelling stand-point and fluid flow modelling carried out 
by Pmd-CRC, the position of the active tip line of the Termite Range Fault was 
important at the time of mineralisation. The fluid modelling suggested that 
capping of the system by the Pmh5 sequence was an important boundary 
condition which allowed fluids to spread laterally. 

•  Mineralisation at Century may have ceased when the Termite Range Fault 
propagated NW and upwards, breaking the capping architecture and forming 
the sinistral transfer/jog architecture that is visible today. This system dropped 
the preserved blocks of mineralisation into place such that the deposit extent is 
now formed almost entirely by post-mineralisation faults. 

• Bedding parallel shearing may also have been important in introducing fluids 
laterally into the sequence. This was suggested in the Solid Geology Ltd. report 
of 1998 and in subsequent reports on the deposit written over the next 4 years. 
Observations were mainly based on exposures of the South Block 
mineralisation which was being exploited at that time. Bedding parallel shearing 
was very common. It seems that bedding parallel shearing is much less obvious 
in the North Block but is still present. This suggests that bedding parallel shear 
may have been important in introducing the Pb rich phase of vein/breccia style 
mineralisation that is more common in the South Block, possibly as linking 
structures between the Magazine Hill and Pandora Fault. 

•  If the active tip-line model is correct then we should look higher in the 
stratigraphy to the NW or lower in the stratigraphy to the SE assuming that the 
Termite Range Fault has propagated from the SE. The best places to look 
should be at major stratigraphic changes from shale rich sequences. to more 
competent sandstone dominant sequences that may be resistant to the 
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propagation of the fault.  Fortunately, lower stratigraphic levels are gradually 
revealed in the study area moving to the SE. 

•  Identifying potential growth fault associated sequences may be important as this 
is evidence of the fault being present during deposition. The structure would 
therefore have been available to mineralising fluids which, at Century, appear to 
have been active during diagenesis. Subsequent sequences may then seal the 
fault until it propagates onward. In order to identify such sequences and add 
them to the targeting criteria we need to: 

➢ Create isopach maps for prospective units. This could initially be done by 
calculating a grid of true 

➢ thickness points using the interpreted map thickness of units and 
available dip measurements. 

➢ If local thickening is revealed, field mapping could be undertaken to look 
for sedimentological facies 

➢ changes related to faults. 
➢ The locations of syncline axes should also be noted as these can often 

nucleate on sub-basin axes 
➢ where sediment thicknesses are greater. Note that Century is coincident 

with the Page Creek 
➢ Syncline (this always seemed to me to be at odds with the hydrocarbon 

trap models proposed by Broadbent). 
➢ Structural features that were considered pertinent during target 

generation include: 
o Significant local variation in strike (persisting >1km of strike length) of 

major faults, especially 
o the Termite Range Fault and parallel structures. Changes compatible 

with sinistral jog settings 
o are considered more important. 
o Areas where the Termite Range Fault becomes multi-stranded. If 

these strands existed at the 
o time of mineralisation it is much easier for mineralising fluids to pass 

through the intervening 
o sediments and for linking structures to develop. 
o Significant splay geometries from the Termite Range Fault especially 

where they involve downthrown stratigraphy. 
o Areas where syncline axes intersected major faults. 
o Possible alteration signatures related to faults (one area only). 

 

The structural / stratigraphic interpretation and selected target areas are subject to ground-

truth mapping and reconnaissance. Further work could include: 

 
•  Modelling thickness changes within recessive units by creating true thickness grids 

for units of interest.  These would be based on the calculation of true thickness’ from 
apparent thickness and available bedding dip data. 

•  Assessing the lithological association of the radiometric signatures used to define the 
stratigraphic units in the interpretation presented in this report. A photo library of type 
lithologies should be established if possible. 
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5.0 WORK COMPLETED 4 AUGUST 2011 TO 3 AUGUST 2015 

A partial relinquishment of 5 sub-blocks was made in August 2013 to meet requirements of 

the permit conditions. 

Ground-truthing of targets identified within the tenement was restricted by cultural heritage 

concerns and negotiations with relevant Traditional Owners of Country. As such, no work 

was completed during the period. 

6.0 WORK COMPLETED 4 AUGUST 2015 TO 3 AUGUST 2017 

Pending transfer of the tenement to Ocean Magic Pty Ltd no groundwork was completed in 

the year to 3rd August 2016.   

A review of existing data was conducted by MMG geologists. 

EPM17466 comprises 5 sub-blocks total in the south of the Riversleigh Project area (Figure 

2).   The geology of the eastern 2 sub-blocks (F & L) is dominated by Shady Bore Quartzite 

and Riversleigh Formation members with a Jurassic-aged cover unit partially overlying the 

central south west of the tenement area.   A number of significant NE trending structures 

dissect the area. 

The 3 south-eastern sub-blocks N, O and T are situated in a favourable structural position 

along the NW trending Riversleigh Lineament at the intersection with strands of NW trending 

faults.   The geology is dominated by the prospective Riversleigh Siltstone Formation.   The 

western edge of the tenement area is covered by the Cambrian-aged Thorntonia Limestone. 

The Steve King “Roman” target occurs within the south of sub-block O.  It is a Pb, Zn, Cu, 

Sb, As, Mn and Ag surface anomaly (MAW soil #23) coincident with chargeability anomalies 

(RG IP88-IP90, IP85 to the west and IP83 to the SSE) situated along a NE-trending fault 

near the intersection with the Riversleigh Lineament.  It is possible the surface geochemical 

anomaly is related to the Cambrian unconformity.   The target area is highly ranked for 

follow-up. 
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Figure 2: Interpreted Geology of EPM17466 after Steve King 2010 

 

Steve King Target areas outlined in orange. Interpretive geology legend is included as 

Appendix 2. Riversleigh lineament indicated by light red dashed line in west of tenement. 

 

7.0 WORK COMPLETED 4 AUGUST 2017 TO 3 AUGUST 2018 

Following on from the data review undertaken in the previous period largely focussed on 

previous MMG work, an independent geologist experienced in the region was engaged to 

provide fresh ideas. The following is an extract from the internal company report by 

Benmore Exploration Pty Ltd. 

Licence : EPM 17466  
The licence comprises two small, separate collections of sub-blocks. The eastern one has been detailed 
above as it is abutting the Grevillea licence 16900 and is not described here.  
 
Geology  
  

• Proterozoic Riversleigh Siltstone overlain unconformably in its SW half by the Cambrian Georgina 
Limestone. The area sits on an interpreted basement structure, the Riversleigh Structure.  
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• South east corner of licence appears to show major sedimentalogical change in the Riversleigh 
Siltstone indicative of possible synsedimentary fault activity during sediment deposition and the 
possibility of discharge of zinc/lead mineralising fluids into the sediments on the downthrow side 
(NW) of the fault. Mapped faults indicate some form of clustering of NE-SW striking structures 
which would be similar to Century and Grevillea. Air photograph work by Rod Dawney has 
suggested some mis-mapping of the limestone cover coinciding with significant geochemical 
anomalism.  Also the Riversleigh Siltstone is interpreted as quite complexly folded with NNE and 
ENE-trending fold hinge lines suggesting areas of flat-lying bedding, with the implication of more 
difficult-to-detect base metal mineralisation. His work is included below as an example of a more 
detailed data compilation and air photograph interpretation.  

• Moderate amounts of Quaternary cover over the Riversleigh Siltstone  

• The flat-lying Cambrian is understood to be on the margin of the Cambrian Georgina sedimentary 
basin  

 
Documented Mineral Occurrences  
 

1. A copper occurrence, named Victory, at the contact between the Riversleigh Siltstone and the 
Cambrian limestone. (note Grevillea recorded 16m @ 2% copper in a single drillhole close to its 
southern faulted limit)  

2. A zinc occurrence, named Roman, occurs just outside the eastern margin of the licence in 
proximity to a NE/SW fault structure that in itself is interpreted to be cut by a NNE fault structure 
near the zinc occurrence).  

 
Work Done  
 

• Soil sampling over exposed Riversleigh Siltstone juxtaposed with Cambrian limestone has identified 
a significant lead anomaly in association with the SW projection of the NE/SW structure linked with 
the off-licence zinc mineral occurrence (see above).  

• Soil sampling over the Cambrian has identified a significant, coherent lead anomaly, close to the 
limestone margin. This is potentially similar to the Century situation, although in the past the 
Georgina Limestone has hosted significant lead and zinc soil anomalies in other areas that have 
proved somewhat enigmatic eg; attributed to Tertiary weathering surfaces.  
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A series of percussion drillholes (RC? 50-100m deep) were completed in the SW part of the licence by 
CRAE in 1991, collared in the Georgina Limestone and are considered to be part of its Georgina Limestone 
exploration programme in the early 1990s (note the drilling date is close to the discovery of Century).  
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• The North airborne EM covers the whole licence area. A distinct and strong N-S EM conductive 

anomaly occurs in the eastern half of the licence, adjacent to a NNE-striking inferred structure and 
the Roman Zn mineral occurrence. The anomaly covers Georgina Limestone, Riversleigh Siltstone 
and Quaternary cover and hence has no obvious explanation and needs to be investigated. The 
concern is that the anomaly is strong enough to be a formation feature but may represent a 
favourable host stratigraphy eg pyritic sediments. These sort of anomalies are not common in the 
Riversleigh Siltstone  

 
Targets  
 

The first soil anomaly is a priority target subject to detailed data review and field checking. It occurs 
over part of the airborne EM anomaly and coincides with King’s Target 25.  

 
Verdict  
 

• The setting for the main lead soil anomaly is very similar to Century with the Georgina Limestone & 
Riversleigh Structure representing a major basin margin (cf the Termite Range Fault for Century). 
The zinc mineral occurrence in association with NNE striking structures and the sedimentalogical 
variation found with the Riversleigh Siltstone is also considered encouraging. A risk is the lack of 
space for a large scale Zn/Pb deposit and depends on the nature of the contact between the 
limestone and Proterozoic sediments.  

It has been an area of historic interest with CRAE in 1998 still considering it to have significance.  
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A detailed review and data compilation of the licence is included below. The work was completed by Rod 
Dawney of Ausmec.  

 
EXPLORATION RATIONALE  
 
The area of the EPM is considered prospective for Century-type Zn-Pb-Ag deposits. Therefore, pyritic, 
carbonaceous shale and siltstone units in the Palaeoproterozic sediments, such as the Riversleigh Siltstone 
present in the EPM, are the main target horizons.  
One complication is that the Proterozoic rocks are covered by Cambrian limestone of the Thorntonia 
Limestone, which occurs in the western part of the EPM.  
Previous exploration comprised stream sediment geochemistry, grid soil geochemistry, geological mapping, 
wide-spaced IP/resistivity survey lines and shallow scout drilling through the limestone cover.  
For this EPM it is considered that the results from soil geochemistry and IP/resistivity surveys have not been 
effectively assessed, mainly because of a lack of detailed geology. Initial photogeology has proved to be 
successful in providing sufficient detail to better interpret the IP. Some very high order anomalies that 
require follow-up have been highlighted.  
Future work on the EPM will be aimed at better delineating these anomalies for prioritising and drill testing.  
The eastern part of the EPM is considered critical to this work as very little previous exploration has been 
undertaken here. Similar host formations and structures are present and prospectivity is considered similar.  

 
NOTES ON IP SURVEY FROM CR23808 AND ITS INTERPRETATION  
 
Regional, wide-spaced, E-W, 100m dipole-dipole IP/resistivity survey lines – CRAE in 1991 – EPM5799 – 
Company Report 23808.  
Also refer to accompanying scans of working pseudo-sections.  
 

Line 85000N  
From the pseudo-sections of Apparent Chargeability and Resistivity, the central part of this line is dominated 
by a right (east)-dipping, high-resistivity fault zone. This zone is represented at the surface (from 
photogeology) by a dominant, NE-trending fault, filled with quartz veining along some of its length. Where 
the IP line crosses this, there is a series of splay faults that broaden the zone. Silicification of the surrounding 
rocks would explain the high resistivity.  
 
Immediately east of this zone are patterns in the resistivity section that probably represent left (west)-
dipping strata, truncated by the fault zone. The most resistive of these zones has a highly anomalous 
chargeability anomaly that appears to be stratabound. It also has a component that appears to be 
controlled by the eastern main fault.  
 
Surface soil geochemistry is anomalous in Cu-Pb-Zn-As-Mn-Fe in the splay part of the fault. This possibly 
represents ‘recycled’ metals (reactivated and redeposited) from stratabound mineralisation at depth, 
possibly from the zone of the stratabound chargeability anomaly to the east.  
 
The main stratabound chargeability anomaly is a very high priority target for mineralisation. Even though 
the IP line lies just north of the EPM (by 200m), photogeology shows that the strata head into the EPM.  
To follow up this anomaly it is recommended that the photogeology be completed and extended, detailed 
field geological mapping be carried out and close-spaced IP surveys undertaken, and a perhaps heli-borne 
EM program.  
 

Line 83000N  
The central part of the pseudo-sections contains zones of high resistance that appear to mark out an 
anticline. The high resistance is probably caused by sandstone and/or siliceous siltstone units in the 
stratigraphy.  
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The core of the anticline contains a highly anomalous chargeability anomaly, while another similar anomaly 
extends along its left (west) limb. This latter feature is interpreted to be a major fault, possibly mineralised 
and hence the anomaly. The possibility of this being a major fault is supported by the interpreted existence 
of an anticline in low resistivity stratigraphy further west without an intervening syncline.  
In the right (east) part of the line, left (west)-dipping strata are indicated. This fits with the dip of bedrock 
strata interpreted from photogeology in this general area.  
 
There is a chargeability anomaly here just under the edge of the Cambrian limestone cover. Just above this 
is a Cu-Pb-Zn-As-Mn-Fe soil geochem anomaly at the very edge of a survey (open to the west). From the 
photogeology, two major faults can be seen crossing the IP line. These faults appear to have controlled the 
distribution of surface geochem (anomalous Cu-Pb-Zn-As, +/-Mn-Fe). This may again be recycled metal from 
stratabound mineralisation represent by the nearby chargeability anomaly. This is another high-order 
anomaly.  
 
To follow up these anomalies it is recommended that the photogeology be completed and extended, 
detailed field geological mapping be carried out and close-spaced IP surveys undertaken, and a perhaps 
heli-borne EM program.  

 
Line 81000N  
The central part of the pseudo-sections is dominated by a broad zone of low resistivity, likely to be 
carbonaceous siltstone of the Riversleigh Siltstone. Shallow drillhole RC91RV09 drilled into the top of this 
zone did actually encounter Riversleigh Siltstone.  
 
This zone is interpreted to be an anticline with a corresponding syncline indicated to its left (west). In the 
western limb of the syncline a number of possible carbonaceous siltstone units can be seen (low resistivity 
zones). They head down off the pseudo-section and under the axis of the syncline. The thick zone of low 
resistivity at the anticline may therefore be a coalescing and/or thickening of these individual zones.  
A significant chargeability anomaly lies low down in the core of the anticline and may represent 
stratabound mineralisation.  
 
Another chargeability anomaly lies in the right (eastern) limb of the anticline.  
Even though the IP line lies just south of the EPM (by 150m), it is possible that the strata head into the EPM.  
Again, to follow up these anomalies it is recommended that the photogeology be completed and extended, 
detailed field geological mapping be carried out and close-spaced IP surveys undertaken, and a perhaps 
heli-borne EM program.  
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Notes on Geology  
 
The new photogeological interpretation by Rod Dawney was crucial to interpreting the IP pseudo-sections 
and highlighting the high-order chargeability anomalies. Neither the published geology nor that of previous 
explorers, notably Steve Andrews and Steve King, was sufficiently detailed or accurate to use for this type of 
interpretation.  
 

King (2010)  

 
 
 
Note that the area of the main geochem anomaly on IP Line 83000N is King’s Target #25. It is shown as 
being over Cambrian limestone cover, which is commonly anomalous in Cu, Pb & Zn. Rod Dawney does not 
think that this area is underlain by Cambrian and thinks it is Riversleigh Siltstone and that the anomalous 
geochem is from that basement unit. Also, Dawney does not think that the fault heading NE from Target 
#25 is real.  

(Note: differences between King and the published geology are highlighted with this detailed review 
and show the benefits of the air photo interpretation.)  
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GSQ Published 100K Geology 

 
 
Because of the large scale this was compiled at, there is not sufficient structural detail, like faulting and 
bedding, to assist in interpreting the IP. Also, from his photogeology, Rod Dawney does not think that the 
Cambrian Border Waterhole Fm is there where mapped, and it is actually Riversleigh Siltstone.  
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Rod Dawney Simplified Photogeology (2018)  

 

Key features from the photogeology are the refined margin of the Cambrian, bedding trends and their 

associated folds, the splayed zone of the quartz-filled fault in the north, and the three newly defined faults 

that cross the middle IP line (83000N). 

8.0 WORK COMPLETED 4 AUGUST 2018 TO 3 AUGUST 2019 

Activities were restricted to desktop follow up of the data review undertaken. 

The independent assessment of the geology and potential targets for detailed exploration 

concluded that technically the area is under-explored and drew further attention to the 

importance of targeting certain stratigraphic horizons.   

Detailed work by Ausmec (included in the Benmore report) demonstrated that previously 

accepted geological interpretations may be incomplete or incorrect, providing the potential 

for new targets as in the case of EPM17466.  

No new field-based exploration activities were undertaken during the period. 
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9.0 WORK COMPLETED 4 AUGUST 2019 TO 15 FEBRUARY 

2021 

A partial relinquishment of 2 sub-blocks was made in August 2020 to meet requirements of 

the permit conditions. 

Only desktop follow-up was able to be completed during the period, following up the review 

report completed in the last period. 

No new field-based exploration activities were able to be undertaken. 

10.0 RESULTS/CONCLUSIONS  

OMIL has concluded that prospects for an economic discovery in the permit are low and a 

decision to surrender the permit has been made. 

An application to surrender the permit was lodged on 3 February 2021 and accepted by 

Department of Science on 15 February 2021. 
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1  Introduction 

At the request of David Wallace and Vladimir David of MMG a structural / stratigraphic 

interpretation of the region around the Termite Range Fault in NW Queensland (Figure 1) 

was undertaken by the author (Dr. Stephen King).  The interpretation forms part of a 

coordinated effort by MMG to locate further resources to supply the mill at Century once 

mining at the Century deposit has been completed.   

Data Sources 

This project represents an expansion of the area previously interpreted by the author for 

Pasminco Exploration (Solid Geology Ltd. 1998).  That project focussed on the immediate 

area around Century (Figure 2) and resulted in a solid geology map of the area.  This project 

extends the area to the SE to cover the "SmartTrans" tenements (shown in red in Figure 1) 

and a number of data sets related to that area were available for interpretation in this project 

(the "SmartTrans" tenements refers to a group on tenements (shown in red in Figures 1 and 2) 

that MMG has entered into a JV agreement over with SmartTrans Holding Ltd.).  Previous 

interpretations were also available for consideration.  Much of the geophysical data was 

supplied by Rob Angus of RAMA geosciences who has worked on the data sets over a 

number of years for Pasminco, Zinifex and MMG. 

Data sources include: 

• Geological data 

o Vector data in Mapinfo format for 1:100,000 scale government geological 

mapping (see Figure 1) including: 

� Lithology polygons 

� Faults, boundaries and fold axes 

� Structural measurements (as graphic objects rather than structural data) 

o Structural measurements taken by Flottman (Flottman 1997) in the area around 

Century. 

o Structural measurements taken by the author (Solid Geology Ltd 1998). 

• Geological Interpretations: 

o Solid Geology Ltd. interpretation (Solid Geology 1998) (see Figure 2) 

comprising a solid geology map interpreted from Landsat TM, magnetic and 

radiometric imagery.  Interpretation available as Mapinfo table with structural 

data symbols created using Geobasemap. 

o An interpretation of the aeromagnetic data collected by Anglo American to 

cover the mine lease (Cook 2001) (Figure 3).  Interpretation available in digital 
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Figure No.3  K. Cook aeromagnetic interpretation
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format as Mapinfo tables. 

o A geological interpretation of the "SmartTrans" tenements carried out by 

SmartTrans Holdings Ltd. (Figure 4) mainly carried out from aerial 

photographs.  This is an outcrop geology interpretation in which the unit 

associations have been strongly influenced by the published geology, although 

some significant changes were made.  The interpretation was available in digital 

format as Mapinfo tables. 

o An outcrop interpretation approximately covering the Century mine lease 

carried out by Steve Andrews as part of his PhD (Andrews 1998) (Figure 5).  

This work has formed the basic stratigraphic sub-divisions that are used in 

subsequent interpretations including this one.  Interpretation available as 

Mapinfo Tables. 

o Pmd-CRC reports and interpretations depicting the structure of the study area 

at various structural levels. 

• Geophysical data: 

o Regional aeromagnetic and radiometric data collected by MIM Ltd at 200m 

line spacing.  A sub-set of this survey was available as processed grids 

(provided by RAMA Geoscience) to cover the study area.  The RGB as K, Th, 

U image (Figure 6) was one the most important datasets guiding the 

interpretation of stratigraphic sequences.  There is not significant variation in 

the magnetic response of most of the sequence therefore this dataset did not 

contribute significantly to the interpretation. 

o Aeromagnetic and radiometric data flown, at 50m and 100m line spacing, by 

Anglo American Exploration to cover the Century mine lease.   

o Geotem images over the "SmartTrans" and Century areas (Figure 7).  These 

images were helpful in defining some marker conductive packages. 

o Various gradient array IP images mainly in the NW of the study area. 

o CSAMT depth slices covering the SE corner of the Cambrian limestone 

Annulus. 

o Gravity data at around 1km station spacing covering the NW of the study area. 

• Aerial Photographs and images: 

o Sub-metre digital aerial photographs were supplied by MMG to cover most of 

the area.  For those areas that were not covered, imagery was downloaded 

from Google Earth and registered in Mapinfo.  The imagery in Google earth is 

often of higher resolution than the provided data. 

Aims and Objectives 

The main aim of the coordinated investigation of the study area (of which this interpretation 

forms a part) is to locate resources with an ideal size of 25 million tonnes or greater at 10%Zn 

or greater within trucking distance of the mine (around 80km).  The contribution to this effort 

provided by this report is to: 
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Figure No. 4  Geological interpretation of SmartTrans tenements from aerial photographs
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Figure No.5  Andrews geological mapping of the Region around Century
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Figure No.6  MIM radiometric data over the study area
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Figure No.7  Geotem data over the sudy area
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• extend the solid geology map created by Solid Geology Ltd. in 1998 to the SE to 

cover the study area. 

• define the fault architecture of the study area. 

• define the stratigraphic sequences in the study area - differentiating recessive 

sequences which are potential hosts to Century style mineralisation. 

• identify target areas based on the interpreted elements. 

2  Interpretation 

The final interpretation presented in this report (Figure 8 and Enclosure 1) utilises 

stratigraphic units that were initially based on those of Andrews (1998) and the published 

1:100,000 geology maps for the area.  As interpretation progressed the units were sub-divided 

where coherent intervals could be interpreted (mainly using the aerial photographs or 

radiometric data).  A summary of the stratigraphic sub-divisions used in this interpretation and 

how they relate to those used by others and the government mapping in provided as 

Enclosure 2 and digitally as an Excel spreadsheet on the enclosed DVD.  The data is supplied 

as Mapinfo tables which were compiled using styles created using the Discover add-on 

geological tools for Mapinfo.  These styles are provided on the accompanying DVD. 

The existing solid geology interpretation (Solid Geology Ltd 1998) was used as a starting 

point and a series of new tables were created with a new table structure to hold the 

interpretation (Figure 9).  These tables are: 

• Cent Reg Geol Interp Lines.TAB - This table holds all interpreted polyline features 

including (Figure 10): 

o Various styles of interpreted faults 

o Various styles of interpreted lithology boundaries and unconformities 

o Interpreted folds 

o Interpreted trend lines 

The line types have been grouped by "Class" so that features sets such as "Faults" or 

"lithology boundaries" can be easily extracted for superposition on imagery. 

• Cent Reg Geol Interp Hatch.TAB - This table is designed to contain any interpreted 

elements that require a "see-through" hatching so that the geology polygons below can 

still be seen.  It is currently only used to indicate some GEOTEM conductors and one 

possible area of alteration. 

• Cent Reg Geol Interp Polys.TAB - Interpreted solid geology stratigraphic unit 

polygons. 

• Riversleigh Target Areas Century 2010.TAB - Selected areas for further 

investigation dictated by features of the structural / stratigraphic interpretation. 

• Century Area Fault Names.TAB - Text annotation for the final interpretation map. 
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Solid geology interpretation map of the study area - see Figure 8a for legend and Enclosure 1 
for the interpretation at 1:100,000 scale.

Termite Range Fault

$
Century Mine



Riversleigh Siltstone

Lady Loretta Formation

Shady Bore Quartzite

Unconformity

Esperenza Formation

Paradise Creek Formation

Gunpowder Creek Formation

Torpedo Creek Quartzite

Unconformity

Termite Range Formation

Lawn Hill Formation

Pmp   -   White medium orthoquartzite, with gypsum 
pseudomorphs locally; massive to blocky, medium 
sandstone and quartzite, conglomeratic near base

Pmw2 - Fine micaceous siltstone and shale, interbedded fine quartz sandstone and coarse siltstone, 
ferruginous siltstone, pyritic siltstone (Characteristic light blue radiometric signature)

Pmw -   Laminated siltstone, dolomitic and carbonaceous 
siltstone, fine sandstone, feldpathic and 
pyritic quartzite, pebbly clayey sandstone, 
minor conglomerate

Pmx2c   -   High Radiometric signatures

Pmx   -   Laminated and stromatolitic dolomite, dolomitic 
siltstone and sandstone, some limestone 
interbeds, dolomite with chert nodules 
after anhydrite, minor tuff

Pmr1r   -   Thinly bedded wavy and lenticular
siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone.  Rare dolomitic siltstone.

PmrG   -   
Grevillea Host Unit

Pmr4r   -   Thinly laminated to richly carbonaceous 
siltstone, mudstone Richly pyritic. common thin siltstone breccia horizons.

Pmr
Laminated and thin-bedded, fine to coarse 
quartz siltstone and shale, dolomitic and 
carbonaceous in places; thin interbeds of
coarse siltstone and fine sandstone

Pmr3r - Thinly bedded wavy and lenticular siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone.  Rare dolomitic 
siltstone. Oolitic sandstone.

Pmr2s   -   Massive fine to medium quartz 
sandstone, carbonate siltstone, shale

Pmr2r - Massive to laminated siliceous siltstone and  fine sandstone, dolomitic siltstone, 
carbonaceous siltstone and mudstone, white carbonate.  variably ferruginous

Pmr4s   -   Thinly bedded siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone, carbonaceous shale.  Rare tuffaceous siltstone.

Pmt2   -   White to light brown and grey, thick 
bedded, fine to coarse, poorly sorted 
sandstone and lithic greywacke interbedded 
with laminated siltstone

Pmt1   -   Thin to medium bedded, light brown 
clayey siltstone and ferruginous, fine to 
medium sandstone

Pml
Laminated stromatolitic and intraclastic
dolomite, dolomitic siltstone, limestone, 

carbonaceous and pyritic shale, ferruginous 
breccia at base, tuff, bedded lead and zinc sulphide deposits
Laminated medium bedded dolomite, dolomitic siltstone 

Pms
White flaggy to massive medium orthoquartzite;
interbeds of fine sandstone, siltstone  and 

dolomite

Pmlt   -   Basal blocky orthoquartzite overlain by flaggy fine sandstone, siltstone and dolomite (Part of Shady Bore?) 
Generally fairly Recessive

Pmz   -   Stromatolitic cher and dolomite, siliceous and 
dolomitic siltstone, sandstone, pyritic chert

Pmh1
Grey to black, carbonaceous shale, flaggy 
siltstone interbeds and grey silty concretions; 
minor tuff

Pmh1r2   -   Massive black carbonaceous mudstone, laminated black mudstone , fine siltstone.  Minor white 
massive to laminated carbonate and coarse siltstone , fine sandstone interbeds.

Pmp   -   White medium orthoquartzite, with gypsum 
pseudomorphs locally; massive to blocky, medium 
sandstone and quartzite, conglomeratic near base

Pmw2 - Fine micaceous siltstone and shale, interbedded fine quartz sandstone and coarse siltstone, 
ferruginous siltstone, pyritic siltstone (Characteristic light blue radiometric signature)

Pmw -   Laminated siltstone, dolomitic and carbonaceous 
siltstone, fine sandstone, feldpathic and 
pyritic quartzite, pebbly clayey sandstone, 
minor conglomerate

Pmx2c   -   High Radiometric signatures

Pmx   -   Laminated and stromatolitic dolomite, dolomitic 
siltstone and sandstone, some limestone 
interbeds, dolomite with chert nodules 
after anhydrite, minor tuff

Pmr1r   -   Thinly bedded wavy and lenticular
siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone.  Rare dolomitic siltstone.

PmrG   -   
Grevillea Host Unit

Pmr4r   -   Thinly laminated to richly carbonaceous 
siltstone, mudstone Richly pyritic. common thin siltstone breccia horizons.

Pmr
Laminated and thin-bedded, fine to coarse 
quartz siltstone and shale, dolomitic and 
carbonaceous in places; thin interbeds of
coarse siltstone and fine sandstone

Pmr3r - Thinly bedded wavy and lenticular siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone.  Rare dolomitic 
siltstone. Oolitic sandstone.

Pmr2s   -   Massive fine to medium quartz 
sandstone, carbonate siltstone, shale

Pmr2r - Massive to laminated siliceous siltstone and  fine sandstone, dolomitic siltstone, 
carbonaceous siltstone and mudstone, white carbonate.  variably ferruginous

Pmr4s   -   Thinly bedded siliceous siltstone and fine sandstone, carbonaceous shale.  Rare tuffaceous siltstone.

Pmt2   -   White to light brown and grey, thick 
bedded, fine to coarse, poorly sorted 
sandstone and lithic greywacke interbedded 
with laminated siltstone

Pmt1   -   Thin to medium bedded, light brown 
clayey siltstone and ferruginous, fine to 
medium sandstone

Pml
Laminated stromatolitic and intraclastic
dolomite, dolomitic siltstone, limestone, 

carbonaceous and pyritic shale, ferruginous 
breccia at base, tuff, bedded lead and zinc sulphide deposits
Laminated medium bedded dolomite, dolomitic siltstone 

Pms
White flaggy to massive medium orthoquartzite;
interbeds of fine sandstone, siltstone  and 

dolomite

Pmlt   -   Basal blocky orthoquartzite overlain by flaggy fine sandstone, siltstone and dolomite (Part of Shady Bore?) 
Generally fairly Recessive

Pmz   -   Stromatolitic cher and dolomite, siliceous and 
dolomitic siltstone, sandstone, pyritic chert

Pmh1
Grey to black, carbonaceous shale, flaggy 
siltstone interbeds and grey silty concretions; 
minor tuff

Pmh1r2   -   Massive black carbonaceous mudstone, laminated black mudstone , fine siltstone.  Minor white 
massive to laminated carbonate and coarse siltstone , fine sandstone interbeds.

Pmh6   -   Thin laminated to thick bedded pale siliceous siltstone.  Minor mudstone and veryy fine sandtone interbeds.

Pmh5   -   Flaggy to massive medium grained micaceous and ferruginous quartz feldspar lithic sandstone, ferruginous siltstone.

Pmh4s   -   Laminated to thick bedded siliceous siltstone, sideritic siltstone, mudstone, minot tuffaceous siltstone and very fine sandstone

Pmh4r   -   Carbonaceous silty shale, silt streaked shale, sandstreaked shale, minor tuff

Pmh3a   -   Thinly and thickly bedded sandstones

Pmh2a   -   Tuffaceous siltstone

Pmh2b   -   Tuffaceous siltstone

Pmh1s   -   Flaggy to blocky weakly ferruginous quartz-feldspar sandstone, siltstone.

Pmh1sd   -   

Pmh1r1   -   

Pmt2c-e   -   

Pmt2b   -   

Pmt2ag   -   

Pmt2a   -   

Pmt1c   -   

Pmt1b   -   

Pmt1a3   -   

Pmt1a2   -   

Pmt1a   -   Cherty siltstone marker horizon

Pmrs3c   -   Massive coarse to very coarse feruginous quartz sandstone

Pmr3sb   -   Thinly bedded sandstone, siltstone and shale

Pmr3sa   -   

Pmr2s1   -   

Pmr1s   -   

Pmr1Sd   -   

Pmr1Sc   -   

Pmr1Sb   -   

Pmr1Sa   -   

Pmr1ra   -   Darker airphoto signature to Unit Pmr1r

Pmlta   -   More resistent unit in Upper Lady Loretta

Pml4   -   Characteristic Grey outcrops

Pml3   -   Recessive Unit

Pml2   -   

Pml1b   -   Possibly high carbonate content unit similar to Pmx3

Pml1   -   

Pmz6   -   Elevated Radiometric signatures  - part of Geotem conductive package with Pmz4

Pmz5   -   Recessive Unit

Pmz4   -   Elevated Radiometric signatures  - part of Geotem conductive package with Pmz6

Pmz3   -   New extensive unit generally recessive but well bedded

Pmz2   -   Very high radiometric signature well bedded and banded with dark and light units

Pmz1   -   Only Locally Developed

Pmx4   -   Locally developed recessive unit with similar radiometric signature to Pmx3

Pmx3   -   Characteristic dark blue radiometric signatures

Pmx2d   -   Slabby resisant outcrops with low radiometric signatures similar to Shady Bore Quartzite

Pmx2b   -   

Pmx2a   -   High Radiometric signatures

Pmx1   -   

Pmw3c   -   

Pmw3b   -   

Pmw3a   -   
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Map_code Class Discover_Tag Description

Syncline Trace Fold Line syncline axis

Anticline Trace Fold Line Anticline Axis

Interpreted Fault Fault Line Image Interp Fault Fault interpreted from air photo or satellite imagery

Inferred Fault Fault Line interp inferred Fault Inferred Fault from imagery or rock relationships

Interpreted Significant Fault Fault Line Interp Fault Significant Interpreted Significant Fault from lithology offset or structure appearance

Interpreted Significant Reverse Fault Fault Line Interp Fault Reverse sig Interpreted Significant Reverse Fault from rock relationships - fault dip dir unknown

Interpreted Lithology Contact Lithology Boundary Line Lithology Contact Lithology contact interpreted from imagery or mapped outcrops

Cambrian Unconformity Lithology Boundary Line Unconformity Cambrian Cambrian Limestone Unconformity

Limestone Anulus Boundary Lithology Boundary Line Limestone Anulus Boundary Boundary to complexly folded limestone outcrops around Century Mine

Inferred Lithology Contact Lithology Boundary Line Inferred Lithology Contact Inferred Lithology Contact interprted from rock relationships

Magnetics Interp Fault Fault Line Mag Interp Fault Possible fault interpreted from aeromagne]tic images

Interp Fault from Geotem Fault Line Geotem Interp Fault Possible faul]t [in]terpreted from Geotem image

Magnetics Trend Line Trend Line Line Mag Trend Line Trend line interpreted from magnetics image

Radiometrics Interp Fault Fault Line Radiometrics Interp Fault Fault interpreted from RGB radiometrics image

EM Interp Fault Fault Line EM Interp Fault Fault interpreted from EM data

RTP Mag High Geophysics Line RTP Mag High Bound Boundary to magnetic high in RTP aeromagnetics

RTP Mag Low Geophysics Line RTP Mag Low Boundary Boundary to magnetic low in RTP aeromagnetics

Interp Dyke Dyke Line Dyke Dyke trace interpreted from aeromagnetic data

Bedding Trend Line Trend Line Line Image Trend Line Bedding Trend Line interprted from imagery - taken from Smart Trans interp in south of area

Gravity Fault Fault Line Gravity Interp Fault Fault interpreted from Gravity data

IP Interp Fault Fault Line IP Interp Fault Interpreted fault from IP Data

CSAMT Interp Fault Fault Line CSAMT Interp Fault Fault Interpreted from CSAMT data

Normal Fault Fault Line Interp Normal Fault Interpreted Normal Fault - From mapping at Century mine

Minor Fault Fault Line Minor Image Interp Fault Minor fault interpreted from imagery

Inferred Fault Fault Line Inferred Map Fault Inferred Fault from imagery or rock relationships

Unconformity Lithology Boundary Line Unconformity Unconformity

EM Conductor Boundary Geophysics Line EM conductor boundary Interprted EM Conductor Boundary - some represent the doundary to more conductive packages

Mapped Fault Fault Line Mapped Fault Fault from geological map

Mount Oxide Chert Marker Lithology Boundary Line Mount Oxide Chert Marker Mount Oxide Chert Marker from prominent white ridge in air photos

Jurassic Unconformity Lithology Boundary Line Unconformity Jurassic Jurassic unconformity interpreted from imagery

Unit_Code Formation Group Discover_Code Source_Interp BMR_Description Andrews_Description Radiometrics_apperance Airphoto_appearance

Pmt1a3 Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt1a3 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Pmt1 Thin motled blue light purple unit

Pmr1r Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr1r Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thinly bedded wavy and lenticular siliceous siltstLightpink,  violet, yellow signature - quite distinctive in north - becomes less high to southDarker brown colours and smooth - - some bedding of low relief zone

Pmr1s Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr1s Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Lower purplish signature similar to Pmr1sa

Pmr2s Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr2s Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thick-bedded, silicified, fine to medium dolomitic sandstone with siltstone interbedsMassive fine to medium quartz sandstone, carbonatePink-Light purple colours - not as strong as Pmr1s

Pmr2r Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr2r Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Massive to laminated siliceous siltstone and fineGenerally bluish colours varying from dark area to lighter blues sometimes similar to Pmw2

Pmr3r Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr3r Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thinly bedded wavy and lenticular siliceous siltstMottle light purple and blue colours - slightly lighter than Pmr2r  - variable

Pms Shady Bore Quartzite MacNamara Group Fill Shady Bore Quartzite Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 White flaggy to massive medium orthoquartzite; interbeds of fine sandstone, siltstone  and dolomiteFlaggy to thick bedded massive medium grained orthCharacteristic dark brown/olive green colour, mismapped by Andrews in places.High relieg well bedded with white quartzite bands - characteristic marker

Pmr3sb Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr3sb Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thinly bedded sandstone, siltstone and shaleLight pink colours Well bedded low flat outcrops

Pmrs3c Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmrs3c Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Light grey, thin to thick-bedded, medium to coarse quartz sandstone with clayey matrix; strongly cross-beddedMassive coarse to very coarse feruginous quartz saProminent purple and dark brown well defined unit.Darker a d higher relief sandstone unit

Pmr4r Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr4r Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 White, leached, clayey siltstone and shaleThinly laminated to richly carbonaceous siltstone,Light blue mottled colours similar to Pmw2

Pmr4s Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr4s Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thinly bedded siliceous siltstone and fine sandstoSimilar to R4r but with stronger purple tinges (carbonaceous?)

Pmt1b Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt1b Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Indistinguishable from T1c  - mottled orange pink brown blue colours

Pmh2b Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh2b Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Tuffaceous siltstone Light purple colours

Pmh1 Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh1 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Grey to black, carbonaceous shale, flaggy siltstone interbeds and grey silty concretions; minor tuff

Pmh2a Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh2a Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Tuffaceous siltstone Consistently associated with bright light green  and pink colours

Pmh3a Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh3a Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thinly and thickly bedded sandstones

Pmh4r Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh4r Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Fissile to flaggy, laminated shale and siltstone; tuffaceous siltstone and sandstone; flaggy tuff beds; minor dolomiteCarbonaceous silty shale, silt streaked shale, sanVery poorly exposed seems to be coincident with light violet and purple colours.

Pmt2c-e Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt2c-e Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 reddish Purple and olive colours.

Pmh6 Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh6 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thin laminated to thick bedded pale siliceous siltExposures too close to Cambrian - seems to have a strong purple violet colour.

Pmh4s Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh4s Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Laminated to thick bedded siliceous siltstone, sidOlive green colours in SW of area

Pmt1a Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt1a Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Cherty siltstone marker horizonStrong purple / violet colours with olive patches  similar to Shady Bore in places - prominent green colours near Coglkan Creek DamHigher relief sandstone with slabby bedding

Pmt2b Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt2b Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 reddish purple colours

Pmh1r1 Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh1r1 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998

Pmt2ag Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt2ag Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 This is the purple rich unit as part of T2a. Locally defined around Ploughed Mountain

Pmt2a Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt2a Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Prominent dark green colours - quite distinctive - varies to darker red purple in part - good marker

Pml Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pml Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Laminated stromatolitic and intraclastic dolomite, dolomitic siltstone, limestone, carbonaceous and pyritic shale, ferruginous breccia at base, tuff, bedded lead and zinc sulphide depositsLaminated medium bedded dolomite, dolomitic siltstCharacteristically mottled colours in pink green and purple.  Bright purple/pink (carbonaceous?) interval at boundary with shady bore.

Pmh1sd Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh1sd Solid Geology Ltd. 1998

Pmh1r2 Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh1r2 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Massive black carbonaceous mudstone, laminated blaPoorly exposed - generally coincident with fairly bright green/white colours where outcropping - but more purple in other areas.

Pmh5 Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh5 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Flaggy to massive medium grained micaceous and ferFairly characteristic yellow tinges to green and purple signature.

Pmh1s Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lawn Hill Formation Pmh1s Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Flaggy to blocky weakly ferruginous quartz-feldspaNot well constrained - light purple colours.

Pmt1c Lawn Hill Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt1c Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 mottled orange pink brown blue colours

Psa South Nicholson Group Fill South Nicholson Gp Psa Solid Geology Ltd. 1998

Pmt2 Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt2 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 reddish Purple and olive colours.

Pmt1a2 Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt1a2 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Thin unit with lighter blue colours

Pmr2s1 Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr2s1 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998

Pmr3sa Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr3sa Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Mottled blue green Less well bedded than Pmr3sb but not as well exposed - low areas

Pmx2c Paradise Creek Formation MacNamara Group Fill Paradise Creek Fm Pmx2c Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Pink-Magenta Signature Lower relief - flat brown - bedded

Pmlta Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pmlta Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Orange colours generally quite high signatureHigher relief more resisteant with some bedding

Pmz2 Esperenza Formation MacNamara Group Fill Esperenza Fm Pmz2 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Stromatolitic chert, siltstone, sandstone, chert Bright Pink/orange Characteristic dark and light banded units with low to moderate relief

Pmt1 Termite Range Formation MacNamara Group Fill Termite RAnge Fm Pmt1 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 mottled orange pink brown blue colours

Pmr Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Laminated and thin-bedded, fine to coarse quartz siltstone and shale, dolomitic and carbonaceous in places; thin interbeds of coarse siltstone and fine sandstone

Pmx3 Paradise Creek Formation MacNamara Group Fill Paradise Creek Fm Pmx3 Solid Geology Ltd. 1998 Characteristic dark blue suggecting limestone or shale content changing to brown colours in upper partLow relief sometimes bedded on fine scale in upper part but poorly outcropping and less well bedded below

Pmx1 Paradise Creek Formation MacNamara Group Fill Paradise Creek Fm Pmx1 Generally lower mottle blue purple pinkRounded low hills poor beding

Pml4 Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pml4 Brownish to medium orange signature - variableGenerally characteristic light grey outcrops occasionally well bedded - well exposed by low outcrops

Pml3 Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pml3 Generally low purple brown colours with more common dark blue moving SERecessive with  poor outcrop and bedding - rusty brown colours

Pml1 Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pml1 Dark blue brown to purple signatures becoming slightly lighter and more mottled to the SW

Pmlt Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pmlt Basal blocky orthoquartzite overlain by flaggy fine sandstone, siltstone and dolomite (Part of Shady Bore?)Medium - Purple brown to orange becoming more dark blue to SEGenerally flat darker brown signatures - poor bedding

Pml2 Lady Loretta Formation MacNamara Group Fill Lady Loretta Pml2 Generally High pink orange signatureSlightly more resistive  sandstone units

J Jurassic Fill Jurassic

Pmz6 Esperenza Formation MacNamara Group Fill Esperenza Fm Pmz6 Pink/orange colours variable to brownishLow relief but well bedded on fine scale - becomes more resistive to south

PmrG Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh PmrG - Grevillea Host

Pmr1Sd Riversleigh Siltstone MacNamara Group Fill Riversleigh Pmr1Sd Lower purplish signature similar to Pmr1sa

Pmx2d Paradise Creek Formation MacNamara Group Fill Paradise Creek Fm Pmx2d Dark Brown similar to Shady BoreBedded sandstone appearance higher relief - white bands slabby

Pmz1 Esperenza Formation MacNamara Group Fill Esperenza Fm Pmz1 Bright Orange Low relief flat brown

Table structure for table "Cent Reg Geol Interp Lines.Tab"

Table structure for table "Cent Reg Geol Interp Polys.Tab"
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Geological Interpretation

Termite Range Fault Region

Interpreted Significant Fault from lithology offset or structure appearance

Interpreted Significant Reverse Fault from rock relationships - fault dip dir unknown

Interpreted Normal Fault - From mapping at Century mine

Minor fault interpreted from imagery

Possible fault interpreted from aeromagnetic images

Fault interpreted from Gravity data

Possible fault interpreted from Geotem image

Fault interpreted from RGB radiometrics image

Fault interpreted from EM data

Fault Interpreted from CSAMT data

Fault interpreted from air photo or satellite imagery

Inferred Fault from imagery or rock relationships

Interpreted Faults

Interpreted fault from IP Data

Syncline Axis

Anticline Axis

Lithology contact interpreted from imagery or mapped outcrops

Trend line interpreted from magnetics image

Bedding Trend Line interprted from imagery - taken from Smart Trans interp in south of area

CSAMT trend Line

Boundary to magnetic high in RTP aeromagnetics

Boundary to magnetic low in RTP aeromagnetics

Dyke trace interpreted from aeromagnetic data

Interprted EM Conductor Boundary - some represent the boundary to more conductive packages

Cambrian Limestone Unconformity

Boundary to complexly folded limestone outcrops around Century Mine

Inferred Lithology Contact interprted from rock relationships

Mount Oxide Chert Marker from prominent white ridge in air photos

Jurassic unconformity interpreted from imagery

Features From Geophysics
and Imagery

Interpreted Lithology Boundaries
and Trend Lines

Interpreted line styles featured in the Termite Range regional geologial interpretation
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As a starting point the tables for the original 1998 interpretation had their field structure 

modified so that they could be imported into the new tables.  Their data tagging in the browser 

was also modified and updated to be compatible with that adopted for the current project (see 

Enclosure 2).  That initial interpretation has not been modified significantly during this 

project. Although the boundaries in the 1998 interpretation could be modified to match the 

aerial photographs more accurately (the original interpretation was carried out from Landsat 

TM data) this was not thought to be necessary as it would not significantly change the 

interpreted fault architecture or unit assignations.  This area of the interpretation has also not 

had trend lines added as, again, this would not affect the ultimate outcome.  The interpretation 

has mainly been changed at its SE and E limits where it links into the newly interpreted areas. 

Interpretation was carried out on screen with several data windows depicting the different data 

sets opened simultaneously in multiple windows over  two screens.  Discover's "Map linking" 

feature was used to pan the windows synchronously.  A second computer was used to display 

the Google Earth representation of the same area.  The "SmartTrans" interpretation data set 

contains a comprehensive trend line data set which was extracted and inserted into the new 

interpretation as the trend lines were well drawn.  They were only modified where they were 

interpreted to be incorrect or required modification - often as a result of consulting the Google 

Earth imagery. 

The main data sets that guided the interpretation were the aerial photographs, the radiometrics 

data and in some cases the GEOTEM images.  The sequence is well stratified with common 

lithology changes that are significant enough to define discrete packages.  These packages 

were initially based on Andrews interpretation but further subdivision was possible.  In 

extending the interpretation to the SE, initially the "SmartTrans" interpretation and 

government geology were consulted.  But it quickly became clear that some significant 

changes in the assigned units would have to be made. 

The final stratigraphic sub-divisions are illustrated in Enclosure 2 as well as the relationships 

of the codes to those used in previous interpretations.  Further information on the units is also 

included for: 

• Potential carbonaceous shale rich units 

• Units which host known mineralisation 

• BMR descriptions have been roughly colour coded by dominant lithology type 

• Appearance of units in RGB radiometrics with high units (pink, yellow or white) 

coloured pink or red and characteristically low units coloured blue. 

• Characteristic conductive units  or packages in the GEOTEM images are also 

highlighted. 

• Descriptions from the 1998 study of potassium, thorium, uranium and appearance in 

landsat imagery have been included but not updated for the units in the current study. 

This study has concentrated on the distribution of the section of stratigraphy from around the 

middle of the Riversleigh Siltstone and below.  Units above this level outcrop in the area of the 

1998 study. 

Brief comments are made on the stratigraphic sequence below, however, there are a few key 

marker units that have essentially unique characteristics and which have been important in 

constraining the interpretation.  Some sections of the stratigraphy do not have diagnostic 

features and some fault bound areas could be interpreted to lie in more than one stratigraphic 
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position.  The key marker units are: 

• Units Pmr4s and Pmr4r of the Riversleigh Siltstone - Characteristic conductive 

signatures in the GEOTEM data (possibly upgraded by shearing). 

• Unit Pmr1s of the Lower Riversleigh Siltstone -  a short distance above the Shady 

Bore Quartzite this zone has a very high radiometric signature which allows it to be 

differentiated in areas previously mapped by the government as part of the Shady Bore 

Quartzite. 

• The Shady Bore Quartzite - Much of the stratigraphic interpretation relies on 

recognising this unit.  It has two main characteristics that, in tandem, are not common 

to any other significant unit: 

o It has a very dark brown to black signature in the radiometrics image 

o It is a resistant unit in the aerial photographs which forms prominent ridges 

comprising well defined, white quartzite bands. 

The interpreted extent of the unit is often, but not always, much reduced compared to 

that in the government maps and is also different to the "SmartTrans" interpretation.  

In the current study its extent is broadly defined by the dark radiometric signature but 

more specifically by the upper and lower boundaries to the package containing the 

white quartzite bands. 

• Upper Esperenza Formation - The distribution of the Esperenza Formation has been 

changed significantly from previous interpretations and is thought to be considerably 

thicker.  The top of the unit is restricted in its preservation but is interpreted to include 

two units which are distinctly conductive in the GEOTEM data. 

• The Upper Paradise Creek Formation - Prominent dark blue signatures in the 

radiometrics varying to brown in the upper part.  These colours either reflect a 

dolomite/limestone content (the signature is similar to that of the Cambrian 

Thorntonia limestone) or carbonaceous shale (although these usually have a purple 

tinge in RGB radiometric images). 

Recognition of these units forms the main framework of the interpretation into which the rest 

of the units must be appropriately placed.  Faults are interpreted by clear discontinuities and 

ridges in the aerial photographs, but some are also interpreted from  the stratigraphic 

requirements of the interpretation. 

Stratigraphic Sequence 

This section of the report contains brief comments on the characteristics and distribution of the 

units in the stratigraphy of the study area that are summarised in Enclosure 2 and also in 

Figure 8a. 

Cambrian Thorntonia Limestone 

The Thorntonia Limestone has a dark blue to black signature in the RGB radiometrics with 

brighter blue (Uranium rich) at its base related to the phosphate rich zone.  Debate still 

continues as to the origin of the limestone annulus at Century.  It should be noted that the 
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internal margins of the annulus, other than the SW boundary, preserve the phosphate rich zone 

suggesting these are close to an unconformable relationship - the SW internal boundary is 

interpreted to be formed by a strand of the Termite Range Fault Zone.  None of the outer 

boundaries to the annulus preserve the phosphatic signature and are interpreted to be 

structural. The phosphatic zone is also preserved at Mount Jennifer.  It seems unlikely to me 

that the inner unconformable contact would be preserved if a meteorite impact created the 

annulus and was used to explain the presence of the Carbonate breccias through the deposit.  

However, it is still hard to explain the other contacts in a fault model - they are not coincident 

with steep faults that extend into the Proterozoic and so seem more likely to be related to a 

detachment surface. There is clear evidence from cross-section construction through the 

Century mine that low angle and bedding parallel shears which displace limestone have 

significant displacements of at least hundreds of metres if not kilometres.  The transport 

direction seems to be to the west.  If it could be shown that transport directions were radial to 

the annulus then the meteorite hypothesis would be attractive. In the areas approaching the 

limestone unconformity in the SW of the study area, remnant Cambrian material can dominate 

radiometric signatures over the basement signatures even though there is significant exposure. 

The Lawn Hill Formation 

The interpreted distribution and signatures associated with units of the Lawn Hill Formation 

were described in the previous report (Solid Geology 1998) and the Formation does not 

outcrop in the area interpreted in this project.  Points to note about the interpreted distribution 

include: 

• The distribution of Lawn Hill Formation in the interpretation around the Century Mine 

reflect the sub-Cambrian geology which has been derived from pit mapping and 

drilling.  Some areas of the interpretation have been left blank as there is not sufficient 

information with which to interpret the basement geology. 

• The distribution of unit Pmh1 is strongly affected by the Termite Range Fault which 

must have been active as a growth fault at that time.  The sequence is much thicker to 

the NE of the fault where it can be subdivided into three sub-units.  This thickness 

variation persists to the NW of the apparent termination area of the Termite Range 

Fault.  

The Termite Range Formation 

Again the distribution and sub-unit interpretation has not been changed from that of the 

previous project. The complex folding in the Termite Range itself shows changes in character 

either side of the Termite Range Fault.  The folding to the NE of the fault must be related to 

the fact that the fault zone is much wider and comprised of strands that are sub-parallel or 

slightly anticlockwise to the main fault and link to the east and SE into the Barramundi and 

Wangunda Faults - thus increasing the prospective width of the zone, especially on its eastern 

margin. 

The Riversleigh Siltstone 

The upper two units of the Riversleigh Siltstone (Units Pmr4s and Pmr4r) form a prominent 

marker in the GEOTEM data as a strongly conductive zone.  Steve's Gossan lies towards the 

base of this conductive unit. These units are not exposed to the SE in the current study area, 

however, they have been interpreted beneath recent and Cambrian cover to the west, solely 
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from the conductive signature in the GEOTEM data.  The Riversleigh Siltstone rapidly thins 

to the north of the Barramundi Fault.  The lower units that are exposed in the "SmartTrans" 

area show an apparent thickening to the south but this will need to be confirmed with true 

thickness calculations.  The sub-divisions established by Andrews have essentially been utilised 

here with only minor modification.  The following characteristics are noted: 

• Unit Pmr1r at the base is generally recessive but can be well exposed and represented 

by the scarp slope on the margin of the Shady Bore Quartzite.  It is generally a darker 

brown colour in aerial photos and has a prominent pink colour in the radiometrics 

RGB image.  The upper portion of this unit is interpreted to host the Grevillea 

Deposit. 

• Unit Pmr1s is a characteristic marker unit (especially when used in tandem with the 

Shady Bore Quartzite) with strong pink radiometric colours and generally higher relief 

in aerial photographs.  The unit has been sub-divided into 4 members in the SW of the 

area (around 275000E, 7883000N) to the south of the potential SE extension of the 

Riversleigh Structure. The area is extensively exposed and represents a generally 

higher structural level than the block between the Riversleigh Structure and the 

Termite Range Fault.  These units seem to indicate a thickening of the package and 

this is confirmed in the Bureau of Mineral Resources notes for the Lawn Hill 

1:100,000 geology sheet which describes two measured sections in this area 

confirming sub-basin development. Variation in true thickness of the units is required 

to define the extent and degree of the thickening. 

• Units Pmr2r and Pmr3r are both recessive units that are poorly exposed.  They are 

separated by the thin Pmr2s unit which generally forms a topographic ridge and has 

associated light pink radiometric colours.  In isolated fault blocks, especially in the SW 

of the study, it can be difficult to differentiate these units although Pmr3r does seem to 

have a slightly lighter blue radiometric signature. 

Lady Loretta Formation 

The Lady Loretta Formation was only exposed in a restricted area of the previous 

interpretation on the margin of the Kamarga Dome. Four subdivisions were recognised in that 

interpretation but with the extensive outcrop area of the formation present in this study the 

component members have been changed and expanded.  The government mapping of the 

Formation only contained three sub-units in the region: 

• Pml-t - described as a transitional sandstone unit to the basal ortho quartzite of the 

Shady Bore Quartzite.  This unit was only recognised in some areas. 

• Pml-b - A limonitic chert breccia unit that has mainly been assigned to other formations 

in this interpretation. 

• Pml2 - a unit in the east of the area that has now been interpreted as part of the 

Esperenza Formation. 

The subdivisions used in the interpretation in this project comprise (from the base): 

• Pml1 - Generally recessive with mottled dark blue and brown radiometric signature.  

Position marked more by the top of the Esperenza Formation that by associated 

characteristics. 

• Pml1b - Very locally developed - interpreted as high carbonaceous or limestone/ 
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dolomite content equivalent of Pml1. 

• Pml2 - Slightly more resistant sandstone units.  Orangy-pink radiometric signature 

quite strong in places. 

• Pml3 - Recessive unit with poor outcrop.  Coincident with variable colours in 

radiometrics image from mottled brown/purple to darker blues with some brighter 

zones - may depend on exposure levels. 

• Pml4 - A more distinctive unit often coincident with grey colours in the aerial 

photographs where it is generally quite well exposed and forms a series of low, 

rounded ridges.  Generally associated with higher orangey brown radiometric 

signatures but some variation present. 

• Pmlt - A recessive unit at the top of the formation.  Generally lies below Pmlta but can 

form inter-layered units with it or even lie above it and form the contact with the 

Shady Bore Quartzite.  Poorly exposed with variable radiometric signature but 

commonly fairly low but can tend to orange-brown.  The recessive nature of the unit is 

the strongest characteristic where it lies above the generally well exposed Pml4. 

• Pmlta - This is probably the equivalent of the Pmlt unit mapped by the government 

and comprises resistant sandstones transitional to the Shady Bore Quartzite (Pms) - 

however, as opposed to Pms, it has a high orange pink radiometric signature which can 

be similar to Pmr1s.  In some areas it may be absent or very thin. 

The distribution of the Lady Loretta Formation on the flanks of the Kamarga Dome has been 

changed from the previous interpretation and is significantly reduced in thickness compared to 

the south.  What were interpreted as the lower units of the Lady Loretta Formation have been 

reassigned to the Paradise Creek and Esperenza Formations with a fairly high degree of 

confidence. 

The Esperenza Formation 

The interpretation of the distribution and extent of the Esperenza Formation is one of the most 

significant changes in this interpretation.  It is interpreted to be much thicker in the SE than 

shown in government maps and comprise a number of sub-units.  The final interpretation was 

arrived at in order to satisfy the variation in radiometric, Geotem and aerial photograph 

signatures.  From the base the interpreted units are: 

• Pmz1 - A restricted unit only locally developed that has been interpreted as recessive 

with an associated high radiometric signature.  

• Pmz2 - A characteristic unit that represents what was often mapped as the entire 

Esperenza Formation.  In aerial photographs it is prominently banded with dark and 

light units and generally has fairly low relief, especially in the east, but can be more 

resistant and form significant ridges.  In the RGB radiometric image this unit has a very 

strong, bright pink signature which is quite distinctive.  However, the units at the top 

of the formation have similar signatures but they have been differentiated on the basis 

of their GEOTEM signatures.  Unit Pmz2 has no associated conductive signature 

whereas the upper units do.  If this is correct it means that the Esperenza Formation is 

much thicker than previously depicted.  

• Pmz3 - A recessive unit that has been newly interpreted. Some of it was mapped as 

Esperenza Formation by government geologists but a significant portion of it was in 
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the Lady Loretta Formation.  The radiometric signature is fairly consistent with 

mottled lighter blue olive and purple colours. 

• Pmz4 - A generally well exposed resistant unit with a slightly variable but sometimes 

pink radiometric signature.  Strong Geotem conductors lie either within this unit or 

just above it.  It marks the start of a more resistant package forming the top of the 

Esperenza Formation. 

• Pmz5 - A fairly thin recessive unit with lower radiometric colours.  Partly conductive 

Geotem signature - the conductive horizon often seems to be on the contact between 

Pmz4 and Pmz5. 

• Pmz6 - The topmost interpreted unit of the Esperenza Formation - still part of the 

upper conductive package and is quite strongly conductive in places.  Radiometric 

signatures are often quite strong pink colours.  The unit forms resistant ridges. 

The Paradise Creek Formation 

The package of rocks comprising the Paradise Creek Formation has been amended quite 

significantly in this project.  The boundaries to the Formation are best seen in the radiometrics 

data where the rocks are generally associated with dark blue and brown colours with a series 

of thin pink units dividing the formation.  The extent of the unit is quite easy to define away 

from sheared and deformed zones as the dominantly dark radiometric signatures lie between 

the strong pink colours of the Upper Gunpowder Creek Formation and the Lower Esperenza 

Formation.  Signatures are not as distinctive within steeply dipping, N-S deformed zones.  The 

Paradise Creek Formation generally forms a weakly conductive package. 

• Pmx1 - Relatively low lying but with some outcrop on low hills.  Radiometric colours 

are generally darker blues and browns but more mottled than the upper part of the 

formation. 

• Pmx2 - A series of four sub-units (Pmx2a, Pmx2b, Pmx2c, Pmx2d) comprise this 

member with alternate high and low radiometric signatures.  Not all of the sub-units 

are always present.  The package also alternates resistant and recessive units.  The top 

of the package (Pmx2d) is formed by a unit with similar characteristics to the Shady 

Bore Quartzite - dark brown radiometric signature but forming a resistant light 

coloured ridge and probably represents an ortho-quartzite.  It can be difficult to 

differentiate these units from Esperenza units in isolated fault blocks, however, the 

radiometric highs are generally a more purple-pink colour.  In the Geotem data the 

package forms a conductive low between better conductive Pmx1 and Pmx3. 

• Pmx3 - Fairly low lying package but with common outcrop and appears to be well 

bedded.  Distinctive dark blue colours in radiometrics suggests limestone/dolomite or 

shale content but becomes more purple-brown and resistant towards the top - possibly 

with increasing sandstone content.  As described above, this is one of the important 

marker units that constrains the interpretation.  Conductive properties of the unit are 

quite variable and in the largest outcrop area a conductive boundary seems to be 

oblique to stratigraphy. 

• Pmx4 - A locally developed recessive unit which has a similar radiometric signature to 

Pmx3. 
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The Mount Oxide Chert Marker 

The thin chert marker has not been represented in the interpretation as a lithology polygon but 

as a line type in the polylines table as it is a very thin unit.  It is too thin to have an associated 

radiometric signature.  It is visible in the aerial photographs as a white ridge which has a 

remarkably straight trajectory in a deformed area.  Having mapped this unit in other areas I 

have always been suspicious that it is not a stratigraphic unit.  I have seen it in the field where 

it comprises a black and white striped, recrystallised siliceous unit.  I have mapped other units 

being truncated by this zone.  Published examples of interpreted growth faults in the region 

commonly involve the sequence containing the Mount Oxide Chert Marker.  In my opinion it 

is possible that the chert marker represents an early mylonitic detachment zone. 

The Gunpowder Creek Formation 

This formation is exposed on the eastern margin of the interpretation area and is not 

completely represented.  Its distribution has been modified from that in the government maps.  

The upper part of the unit has been extended into the Paradise Creek Formation to encompass 

similar radiometric signatures.  Two main packages have been differentiated: 

• Pmw2 - Is the lowest member of the Gunpowder Creek Formation in the study area 

and is readily defined from its characteristic bright blue radiometrics signature and 

rugged outcrop.  Away from sheared and deformed zones it has a weakly conductive 

signature in GEOTEM data but becomes highly conductive where it is involve in a 

north trending Fault/shear zone. 

• Pmw3 - This package has a high pink radiometric signature and has been split into 

three members (Pmw3a, Pmw3b, Pmw3c) using a central, thin radiometric low band 

that probably represents a sandstone unit.  The intensity of the radiometric signature is 

often similar to Pmz2 of the Esperenza Formation but is not as well bedded.  It is also 

differentiated by its moderate to strong conductive signature in the Geotem data.  The 

upper part of this unit was previously included in the Paradise Creek Formation. 

The Torpedo Creek Quartzite 

This is the lowest unit of the McNamara Group in the study area and is poorly represented.  It 

is described as an ortho-quartzite and where it is thick enough on the flanks of the Kamarga 

Dome to develop an associated radiometric signature it has a similar dark appearance to the 

Shady Bore Quartzite. 

Fault Interpretation 

The interpretation has concentrated on producing a realistic fault architecture (Figure 11) that 

accounts for the distribution of stratigraphic units and honours their order.  Many of the faults 

are obvious in the aerial photographs as linear features whilst others can clearly be interpreted 

from offsets of radiometric signatures where the structures cross bedding strike.  However, 

other faults have been introduced where the interpretation of stratigraphic units required them 

(i.e. where stratigraphy is missing or repeated). 

The interpreted faults have been categorised by type including: 

• Significant faults - those that either have significant strike length or have a major effect 
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on stratigraphic relationships. 

• Significant reverse faults - some of these have been derived from the SmartTrans 

interpretation but others have been added where there is a clear stratigraphic offset.  

The dip direction of these structures is unknown but most of them have a northerly 

strike (therefore likely to be compressional) and so the dip is assumed to be towards 

the lower stratigraphic side. 

Other fault types are tagged according to the dataset from which they were interpreted. 

The following observations are made on the resulting fault architecture: 

• The Termite Range Fault is the longest and most coherent structure in the 

interpretation. It is generally quite a "tight" single strand structure at the scale of the 

interpretation but does become multi-stranded where oblique structures link into the 

zone. 

• The fault zone is widest in the vicinity of Century and at the SE end of the 

interpretation. In the SE much of the displacement is transferred onto N-S reverse 

faults.  The fact that the fault zone is wide at Century and appears to define a jog needs 

to be treated with caution when considering the controls on the deposit: 

o Most of the faults that create the jog architecture (including the E-W normal 

Pandoras, Magazine Hill and Nikki's Faults) mostly post-date mineralisation 

and drop a preserved block of mineralisation with no natural boundaries (other 

than perhaps the SW corner of the south block) into its current position.   

o The architecture at the time of mineralisation was different and the fault 

probably had a much simpler architecture in the vicinity of Century at the time 

of mineralisation.  This may have involved a bend which locked the fault at the 

time of deposition and mineralisation. Subsequently the fault system failed and 

displacements propagated to the NW and upwards to drop the deposit into its 

current setting.  

o The western margin of the deposit was probably un-faulted and the host 

sequence was probably deposited into a half-graben structure.  The remarkably 

continuous nature of the finely laminated sediments and ore units at Century 

indicates that they were not deposited in an very active fault setting. 

• There is a subtle strike change in the Termite Range Fault at around 7,900,800N at 

around the point where the last of the major NE trending structures on the NE side of 

the fault (which have been shown to be growth faults) links into the fault. 

• The NE trending Barramundi, Wangunda and parallel faults have a complex 

relationship with the Termite Range Fault.  The southern-most of these structures links 

directly to the Termite Range Fault but the two strands to the north begin their linkage 

progressively further from the fault indicative their temporal association with it.  This 

linkage system narrows to the north into the vicinity of the Century deposit. 

• The linkage structures could be viewed as part of a broader fault system with a WNW 

trend which spans the entire interpretation - the Termite Range Fault is oblique to this 

system - with Century occurring where the Termite Range Fault intersects the northern 

margin of the zone.  The Fault intersects the southern margin of the zone towards the 

SE of the interpretation area. 

• As mentioned above, the Termite Range Fault appears to be transferring displacement 
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to the west onto the Riversleigh structure via the series of north trending en-echelon 

folds in sinistral shear displacement. 

• After the Termite Range Fault, the next most prominent fault zone is the probable 

continuation of the Riversleigh Structure that forms the southern boundary to the 

block of Lady Loretta Formation rocks bounded to the north by the Termite Range 

Fault.  This Grevillea Deposit lies within the influence of this structure (Figure 11) in a 

setting also comprising NE trending structures potentially similar to the Barramundi 

fault.  These structures are not present in the central block.  The Grevillea deposit is 

hosted in unit Pmr1r but appears to transgress the unit. 

• The Termite Range Fault has clearly had an important phase of sinistral movent which 

is consistent with the en echelon N-S folds and northerly trending reverse structures 

interpreted in the Termite Range and near Steve's Gossan (Steve's Gossan could be on 

one of these zones?) and the development of the Pandora and Magazine Hill Faults at 

Century.  But simple stratigraphic offsets across the fault are not present (although up 

to 6km of displacement could be inferred).  The fault seems to form a structural 

terrane boundary with different fold styles and accommodation features on either side.  

• The interpreted fault system can be used to define a series of structural fault terrane 

boundaries within which a consistent fault/fold architecture is present (see Figure 11).  

This diagram also includes the most significant deeper geophysical "grav-mag" 

discontinuities defined by PMD-CRC.  This includes the Riversleigh Fault and Little 

Range Fault which are not exposed at surface.  Any significant mineralisation is most 

likely to occur along the trace of these terrane boundaries - the areas where they 

interact or bend significantly should be considered for further investigation. 

• Detailed Gravity data in the vicinity of Century (Figure 12) illustrates the importance 

of WNW trending faults linking between the Barramundi Fault and the Termite Range 

Fault zone near Century.  These may have be important in controlling the position of 

the deposit. 

Termination of Termite Range Fault 

The Termite Range Fault appears to terminate to the NW in the vicinity of the Widdallion 

Syncline as the trace of the fold is not significantly offset.  In past I have suggested that the 

development of the tip line of the fault may have been intimately involved with the 

development and subsequent deformation of Century.  The model involved the following 

features: 

• The tip-line of the fault was located at Century during deposition of the host sequence 

and mineralisation.  The fault was locked on a termination bend formed by Nikki's 

Fault (and possibly others).  Sediments were deposited into a half graben structure. 

• After mineralisation the fault zone propagated upwards and NW to breach the 

mineralisation system and create a sinistral extensional bend which dropped the 

preserved portion of the deposit into place on the E-W Pandoras and Magazine Hill 

Faults.  The termination zone of the fault now lies in the vicinity of the Widdallion 

Syncline. 

Whilst elements of this model are still attractive (the Pmd-CRC fluid modelling required a 

capped fault to spread fluids laterally) there are other features of the fault which are not 

compatible: 
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• There are large blocks of Termite Range Formation blocks in the fault zone near the 

proposed termination of the fault.  Displacements of hundreds of metres would be 

required to introduce these blocks which is not compatible with a termination zone. 

• Major thickness changes in Pmh1 across the fault persist into the possible termination 

zone - again this indicates that a significant fault is still present. 

These features strongly suggest that there must either be a significant high angle fault present 

to rapidly remove the displacement or that the Termite Range Fault is offset and continues to 

the north under cover.  The latter explanation  is attractive - Figure 13 depicts the proposed 

model.  The Termite Range Fault would then be interpreted to form the margin to the South 

Nicholson Group to the north (this is compatible with the geometry of the South Nicholson 

Units which are discordant to the eastern margin).   This model also explains why such a broad 

zone of smaller displacement faults is present in the area - these have developed during later 

reactivation of the offset Termite Range Fault strands.  A geophysical feature is present in the 

PMD-Crc processed images in the vicinity the contact to the South Nicholson Group which 

could be associated with the Termite Range Fault.  Importantly this model enhances the 

prospectivity of the Upper Lawn Hill Formation rocks in the Widdallion Syncline which would 

now lie close to the Termite Range Fault. 

3  Target Area Selection 

A series of targets have been selected for further work (Figure 14), mainly based on structural 

criteria.  Sixteen areas were initially selected  and described in a spreadsheet.  Subsequently 

other target areas were added by others working on the project using geophysical and other 

criteria.  This resulted in a current total of selected 34 areas (Enclosure 3).  This list was 

produced prior to an on site meeting to discuss the project scheduled for July 19th-23rd 2010 

at Century (At that meeting the number of targets identified for further work was drastically 

reduced).  

Features which are considered relevant in creating the Century Deposit and in locating any 

similar setting that may be present in the study area include: 

• It seems from both a structural modelling stand-point and fluid flow modelling carried 

out by Pmd-CRC that the position of the active tip line of the Termite Range Fault was 

important at the time of mineralisation.  The fluid modelling suggested that capping of 

the system by the Pmh5 sequence was an important boundary condition which allowed 

fluids to spread laterally. 

• Mineralisation at Century may have ceased when the Termite Range Fault propagated 

NW and upwards, breaking the capping architecture and forming the sinistral 

transfer/jog architecture that is visible today.  This system dropped the preserved 

blocks of mineralisation into place such that the deposit extent is now formed almost 

entirely by post-mineralisation faults. 

• Bedding parallel shearing may also have been important in introducing fluids laterally 

into the sequence.  This was suggested in the Solid Geology Ltd. report of 1998 and in 

subsequent reports on the deposit written over the next 4 years.  Observations were 
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mainly based on exposures of the South Block mineralisation which was being 

exploited at that time.  Bedding parallel shearing was very common.  It seems that 

bedding parallel shearing is much less obvious in the North Block but is still present.  

This suggests that bedding parallel shear may have been important in introducing the 

Pb rich phase of vein/breccia style mineralisation that is more common in the South 

Block, possibly as linking structures between the Magazine Hill and Pandora Fault. 

• If the active tip-line model is correct then we should look higher in the stratigraphy to 

the NW or lower in the stratigraphy to the SE assuming that the Termite Range Fault 

has propagated from the SE.  The best places to look should be at major stratigraphic 

changes from shale rich sequences to more competent sandstone dominant sequences 

that may be resistant to the propagation of the fault.  Fortunately, lower stratigraphic 

levels are gradually revealed in the study area moving to the SE. 

• Identifying potential growth fault associated sequences may be important as this is 

evidence of the fault being present during deposition. The structure would therefore 

have been available to mineralising fluids which, at Century, appear to have been active 

during diagenesis. Subsequent sequences may then seal the fault until it propagates 

onward.  In order to identify such sequences and add them to the targeting criteria we 

need to: 

o Create isopach maps for prospective units.  This could initially be done by 

calculating a grid of true thickness points using the interpreted map thickness 

of units and available dip measurements. 

o If local thickening is revealed, field mapping could be undertaken to look for 

sedimentological facies changes related to faults. 

o The locations of syncline axes should also be noted as these can often nucleate 

on sub-basin axes where sediment thicknesses are greater. Note that Century is 

coincident with the Page Creek Syncline (this always seemed to me to be at 

odds with the hydrocarbon trap models proposed by Broadbent ). 

• Structural features that were considered pertinent during target generation include: 

o Significant local variation in strike (persisting >1km of strike length) of major 

faults, especially the Termite Range Fault and parallel structures.  Changes 

compatible with sinistral jog settings are considered more important. 

o Areas where the Termite Range Fault becomes multi-stranded.  If these strands 

existed at the time of mineralisation it is much easier for mineralising fluids to 

pass through the intervening sediments and for linking structures to develop. 

o Significant splay geometries from the Termite Range Fault especially where 

they involve down-thrown stratigraphy. 

o Areas where syncline axes intersected major faults. 

o Possible alteration signatures related to faults (one area only). 
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4  Future Work 

The structural / stratigraphic interpretation and selected target areas presented in this report 

will be the subject of ground-truth mapping and reconnaissance by John Stewart.  Due to the 

large size of the area and limited time available the mapping schedule will need to be carefully 

devised.  Some elements that could be considered for the program of work include: 

• Model thickness changes within recessive units by creating true thickness grids for 

units of interest.  These would be based on calculation of true thickness from apparent 

thickness and available bedding dip data. 

• Assess the lithological association of the radiometric signatures used to define the 

stratigraphic units in the interpretation presented in this report.  This could initially be 

done by checking the lithological descriptions associated with ASGO mapping stations 

created during government mapping.  Some of these are contained in the Queensland 

Geological Survey "Site Observations database" whilst others are described in the 

explanatory notes accompanying the 1:100,000 geology sheets.  Selected traverses 

near easily accessible tracks could be planned to augment these observations.  A photo 

library of type lithologies should be established if possible. 
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